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MULTI-INVARIANT SETS
ON COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS

BY

DANIEL BEREND

Abstract. Let G be a finite-dimensional connected compact abelian group. Gener-

alizing previous results, dealing with the case of finite-dimensional tori, a full

characterization is given herewith of those commutative semigroups 2 of continuous

endomorphisms of C which satisfy the following property: The only infinite closed

2-invariant subset of G is G itself.

Introduction. A multiplicative semigroup of integers 2 is lacunary if all its positive

elements are powers of a single integer a, and nonlacunary otherwise. In [5, p. 48]

Furstenberg proves:

Theorem. // 2 is a nonlacunary semigroup of integers and a is an irrational, then

2 a is dense modulo 1.

The theorem gives a partial answer to the following question in the theory of

diophantine approximations: Which sets 5 of positive integers have the property

that any irrational number a can be approximated by a rational number m/s with

seSso that \a - m/s\ < e/s, where e > 0 is arbitrarily small? The case where 5 is

a multiplicative semigroup is completely settled by the theorem. We note that the

theorem forms a generalization of a result of Hardy and Littlewood by which if r is a

fixed positive integer and a is an irrational, then {nra\n e N} is dense modulo 1.

Further connections with the theory of diophantine approximations are discussed in

[6].
From the point of view of the theory of dynamical systems we have a semigroup

of continuous endomorphisms of the circle group T. The theorem implies that,

unless 2 is a "one-parameter" semigroup, the orbit of every nontorsion element is

dense in the group.

The theorem is almost equivalent to the assertion that nonlacunarity is a necessary

and sufficient condition for a semigroup 2 to have the property that the only infinite

closed 2-invariant subset of T is T itself. In [1] the conditions for a commutative

semigroup 2 of endomorphisms of Tr to possess this property are investigated. The

following result is obtained there.
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Theorem. 2 has the aforementioned property iff it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) There exists some a e 2 such that the characteristic polynomial of a" is

irreducible over Zfor every positive integer n.

(2) For every common eigenvector v of 2 there exists some a,, e 2 such that the

corresponding eigenvalue A,. ofov lies outside the unit disc in the complex plane.

(3) There exist two nonzero endomorphisms a and r in 2 such that a' = im with

/, m e Z implies I = m = 0.

In this paper we extend the class of groups that are examined. Given any

finite-dimensional connected compact abelian group, a full characterization is given

of those commutative semigroups of endomorphisms having the property in ques-

tion.

In Chapter I a general framework is outlined for the study of semigroups of

continuous transformations of compact metric spaces. Some results of Furstenberg

[5], relating originally to one-parameter semigroups, are proved in this more general

setup.

The class of groups under examination can be characterized as that of duals of

torsion-free discrete abelian groups of finite rank. We divide their study into four

steps. First, in Chapter II, the a-adic multi-solenoid, that is the dual group of

Z[l/a]r, is dealt with. Several important facts concerning this group are presented,

after which the main theorem is formulated (Theorem II.1). The main theme of the

proof is carrying out the p-&d\c analogues of considerations held in the course of

proving the case of Tr employing archimedean valuations.

In Chapter III we settle the case of groups which are obtained as quotient groups

of those considered in Chapter II. It comes out that, unlike the case of a-adic

multi-solenoids, where semigroups of endomorphisms with the sought property

always exist, most of the groups studied in this chapter admit no such semigroups.

Chapter IV is concerned with groups whose duals are of the form Ar, A being a

rank 1 torsion-free group of idempotent type. In Chapter V we arrive at the most

general case. The groups considered here are quotient groups of those dealt with in

the former chapter. The work in both these chapters relies heavily upon the fact that

the groups in question can be represented as inverse limits of groups studied in

former chapters.

I wish to express my gratitude to H. Furstenberg for his helpful advice concerning

the problems discussed here.

Chapter I. Multi - parameter flows

1. Disjointness. A flow is a couple (ß, 2), where ß is a compact metric space and

2 a semigroup of continuous transformations of ß into itself. Assume for simplicity

that 2 contains a unit element / acting on ß as the identity. If 2 is generated by a

single transformation T, then the flow is denoted by (ß, T). In this chapter we

present a few results, proved in [5] in the case of "one-parameter" flows (ß, 7"), for

"multi-parameter" flows (ß, 2).

Let (ß, 2) be a flow. A set A ç ß is ^-invariant if 2/1 ç A, where 2/4 =

UoevO-(/l). A closed 2-invariant set A defines a subflow (/I, 2), where 2 now
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denotes the original semigroup of transformations restricted to A. Given a point

£ e ß, the set 2£ is the orbit of £.

Let X = (ßj-, 2) and Y = (ßy, 2) be two flows with the same acting semigroup

2. A homomorphism of A onto y is a continuous mapping <p of Qx onto ßy

commuting with <p, i.e. such that a((p£) = <p(a£)fora e 2,| e ß . Wedenote A1-» y

and say that y is a factor of X. The product of the flows A" and T is denoted by

X x Y and defined as the couple (ß^ x ßy, 2), the action of 2 on ß^ x ßy being

given by

a(£, tj) = (a£, ai)),       a g 2,1 e ß^, t) g ßy.

A" and y are factors of A X y under the projections -rrx and wy, respectively.

Definition 1.1. The flows A = (ß^, 2) and Y = (ßy, 2) are disjoint if given any
a ß

flow Z = (ßz, 2) and homomorphisms Z -» A and Z -* Y, there exists a homomor-

phism Z -» A X y with a = trxy and /? = tfyy.

Lemma LI. The flows X and Y are disjoint iff the only closed subset Açi2jX!îy

satisfying (1) 2A ç A, (2) ttxA = Qx, (3) nyA = ßy, is A = ßx x ßy.

The proof bears no difference relative to the one-parameter case [5, Lemma II.l].

Lemma 1.2. Let X and Y be disjoint flows, Z any flow. Suppose there is a
y

homomorphism X X Z -* Y. Then for every £ e ßx the mapping f -» y(£, f ) carries

ßz o«ío ßy.

Again, the proof is exactly as in the one-parameter case [5, Lemma II.2].

Definition 1.2. A flow (ß, 2) is ergodic if every closed 2-invariant proper subset

of ß is nowhere dense.

Definition 1.3. A flow (ß, 2) is minimal if it has no proper subflow. A closed

2-invariant set A c ß is minimal if the subflow (A, 2) is minimal.

Definition 1.4. X = (ß, 2) is an &-flow if there exists a sequence of subsemi-

groups of 2, 2 = 2(1) 2 2(2) 2 • • •, with / e 2<*> for each k, such that:

(1) The flow (ß, 2a)) is ergodic for every k > 1.

(2) 2/2a) has a finite group structure in the following sense: 2 decomposes into

a disjoint union

2 = 2«A) U 2(2*> U  ■ • ■ U 2<,*'       (2<A| = 2(A)),

such that for every 1 < i, j < nk there exists some 1 ^ h =§ nk with 2¡A)2jA) c 2{,A>.

The collection {2¡A)|1 < i « nk) with the operation ° defined by 2}*' ° 2J*1 = 2J,A)

for that h forms a finite group (2(A) being its unit).

(3) The collection of fixed points of 2(/c) becomes dense:

Ü {¿eß|2n={|}} =ß.
A-I

We note that if (ß, 2) is an J^flow then every a e 2 is surjective. In fact, since

o"* e 2(*\ every fixed point of 2(A) belongs to the image of o. Since the collection

of all fixed points is dense, a is surjective.
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Theorem 1.1. Let X = (ßx, 2) be an ß^flow and Y = (ßy, 2) a minimal flow.

Then X and Y are disjoint.

Proof. We employ the disjointness criterion given by Lemma 1.1. Let A ç ß^ x ßy

be a closed 2-invariant set, the projections of which on ß^ and ßy are ß^- and ßy,

respectively. It has to be shown that A = ß^ x ßy.

Let (2<Ar>)*=1 be a sequence of subsemigroups of 2 satisfying the conditions of

Definition 1.4 for the^flow A. Choose inductively a sequence of subsets of ßy,

ßy = ß(y1)2ß(y>2   ••■,

such that ß*/' is 2<*'-minimal. The set ß'y00' = H00.,ßy ' is closed and nonvoid.

For fixed k define the sets

A*.,= {£eßA-|3T,e2pß^,(|,T,)eA}, 1 < i « n,

where n = nk is as in Definition 1.4. It is evident that U,"_i2¡/t>fi</' is a closed

2-invariant subset of ßy, and the minimality of Y implies Uf.^^'ßy ' = ßy. We

therefore have U"=1 Ak , = ß^. Since the sets Aki are closed one of them, say AkJ,

has a nonempty interior. Obviously Aki is 2'*'-invariant for each i, and by the

ergodicity of (ß^, 2"0) we obtain AkJ = Qx.

Set

We easily see that

AM = 2<*>"Ata 2 2<*>"-'A,,, 2 2f> "^f'F,) = Fk.

Thus the sets in the descending sequence (A j.,)^, contain the corresponding sets in

the ascending sequence (Fk)f=1. Since U"_i Fk = ttx, it follows that Akl = ßx for

every k. That is, for every (eilx and <:>lwe have (£, tj) e A for some tj e ß(y \

We conclude that for every £ e ß^. there exists some tj e ß'^» with (£, t|) e A.

Now fix k. Let £ be an element of Fk. Select tj e ß^* with (£, tj) e A. Since A is

2-invariant we have

A 2 2<*>(£,t,)  = {£} X 2^ = {£} xß^'2 {£} xßVM).

Hence

A 2   U Fk x 0VX) = ®x X OV"'-
k = \

Set

ß'y =  {V e ßy|ßx X{t)} Ç A}.

The set ß'y contains ßy0', whence it is nonvoid. Since the transformations in 2 are

surjective as transformations of ß*, ß'y is 2-invariant. ß'y is also evidently closed.

The minimality of Y implies therefore ß'y = ßy. Thus A = ß^- X ßy, which com-

pletes the proof.

2. Group flows. A flow (G, 2), where G is a compact metric abelian group and 2 a

semigroup of continuous endomorphisms, is a group flow.
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Definition 1.5. Let (G, 2) be a group flow. A closed 2-invariant set A c G is

restricted if the only closed 2-invariant set B ç G for which A + B = GisB = G.

Theorem 1.2. //(G, 2) is a groups-flow, then every minimal set is restricted.

Proof. Let M be a minimal set and B a closed 2-invariant set with M + B = G.

We shall employ Lemma 1.2 for the flows X = (M, 2), Y = (G, 2) and Z = (B, 2).
Y

Consider the homomorphism X x Z ->Y defined by

y{n,ß) = H + ß,       (»eM./leí.

Since A is minimal and Y an inflow, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that A and Y are

disjoint. By Lemma 1.2 we obtain y(p, B) = G for every n e M. Hence B = G,

completing the proof.

A (one-parameter) process is a quadruple (ß, SS, \i, T), where (ß, SS, ¡i) is a

probability space and T a measure-preserving transformation of the space. The

process is ergodic if A e SS and A T-invariant implies fi(A) = 0 or /*(/!)= 1.

Assume now that (ß, T) is a flow, ^ is the Borel field of ß and the support of /x is

the entire space ß. In this case the ergodicity of the process (ß, SS, p, T) implies that

of the flow (ß, T). In fact, if A is a T-invariant proper subset of ß then necessarily

(i(A) = 0, whence A is nowhere dense.

Let G be a compact metric abelian group, SS its Borel field and n the Haar

measure. T = G is the dual group. It is easy to see that any epimorphism a of G

preserves ju,. The following theorem (see, for example, [3, p. 76]) characterizes ergodic

epimorphisms.

Theorem 1.3. (G, 3S,\i,o) is ergodic iff every nontrivial y e T has an infinite orbit

in the dual group under the dual endomorphism of a.

Chapter II. Invariant sets on multi - solenoids of finite type

1. Generalities and the main theorem. Given a positive integer a, Z[\/a] denotes

the ring obtained from Z by adjoining 1/a. The same notation relates also to the

additive group of this ring. Endowed with the discrete topology, Z[l/a] is a

topological group. We may assume a to be square-free, say a = pxp2 ■ • ■ ph. The

dual group is denoted by ßa and is called the a-adic solenoid. The construction of

the a-adic solenoid, as well as that of more general solenoids, is described in detail in

[7, §10]. We now survey a few facts concerning ßa, emphasizing those which are of

importance for the study of endormorphisms of ßa and Qra.

Let Qa and Z0 denote the ring of a-adic numbers and its subring of a-adic

integers, respectively. (The definitions and basic properties of these rings appear, for

example, in [9].) Consider the monomorphism

i: Z[l/a] - R x Qa

given by

i(s) = (s,s),       s€Z[l/4

It is easy to verify that / forms a discrete embedding of Z[l/a] in R x Qa, and

hence the former group may be considered as a subgroup of the latter. To study the

dual endomorphism we recall that R is topologically isomorphic with R, the action
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of the character xx corresponding toxsR being given by xx(y) = ^p(2irixy) for

y g R. Similarly, Qa is topologically isomorphic with Qa and the action is given by

Xx(y) = exP(2"'/{jcy}), where {z} denotes the "fractional part" of z G Qa. The

dual endomorphism

f-î:RxQ,-»B,

gives therefore ßa as a quotient group of R x Qa.

We now claim that

Ker(77)= {(s,-s)\seZ[l/a]).

In fact, this follows in a routine manner from Ker(7r) = A(R X Qa, Im(/)), where,

given a closed subgroup H of a locally compact abelian group G, A(G, H) denotes

the annihilator of H in G.

From the preceding remarks we easily conclude that ßa can be concretely

interpreted in the following way. To each x g ßa there corresponds a unique

(y, z) G [ 0,1) X Za S R X Qa carried to x by tt. If to xlt x2 g ßa there corre-

spond (_ylt Zj), (y2, z2) g [0,1) X Za then to xx + x2 there corresponds (yx + y2 -

[yi + ^2]' zi + z2 + [>"i + yi\)- "Thus ßa consists of the set [0, 1) X Za with the

described operation, and the collection of all sets

U„ = [0,1/«) X a"Za u(l - l/n,l) x(-l + a"Za)

with n G N forms a basis for the open neighbourhoods of 0. In a slightly different

manner ßa may be thought of as the set of all doubly-infinite sequences with entries

in {0,1,...,a - 1}, where the "left half of any sequence is an a-adic integer and

the "right half a real number in [0,1] expanded to the base a. (Note that certain

pairs of sequences are to be identified, for instance
210-1        -2 210-1-2

(_0,0,0,a-l,a-l,...)    and    (...,0,0,1,0,0,...).)

We turn to study the ring End(ßa) of all continuous endomorphisms of ßa. The

following lemma will be useful for this and similar purposes.

Lemma ILL Let G be a locally compact abelian group, H a closed subgroup of G,

T = G and A = A(T, H). A continuous endomorphism o of G/H can be lifted to G iff

the dual endomorphism à of A can be extended to T. The lifting is unique iff the

extension is.

The lemma is an easy consequence of duality. We shall also use the fact that the

liftings to G of two endomorphisms a, t g End(G///) commute iff the extensions to

r of ô, f g End( A ) commute.

It can now be shown that any a g End(ßa) has a unique lifting to R X Qa. In

fact, in view of the lemma it is sufficient to prove that any r g End(Im(.)) can be

uniquely extended to R X Qa. First, it is evident that t is of the form t, for some

■ g Z[l/a], where

t,(s,s) = (st,st),       s g Z[l/a].

Obviously, t, can be extended to R x Qa by

f.(x, y) - (xt, yt),       (x, >-)GRxQa.
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To show the uniqueness of the extension it is sufficient to prove that any <p g

End(R X Qa) is of the form <put, for suitable u g R and v g Qa, where

<pul.{x,y) = (xu,yv),       (xj)eRxQ„.

Denote by HomiGj, G2) the group of all continuous homomorphisms from a locally

compact abelian group G, to another one G2. We claim that Hom(R,Qa) = {0} and

Hom(Qa,R) = {0}. The first of these assertions follows from connectedness consid-

erations and the second is deduced from it by passing to dual endomorphisms.

(Alternatively, direct proofs can be given.) Since any endomorphism of R (resp. Qa)

is of the form >//„. for some w g R (resp. w g Qa), where t/v(z) = zw for all z g R

(resp. z G Qa), we infer that the endomorphisms of R x Qa are of the indicated

form. Thus we obtain the unique lifting possibility of endomorphisms of ßa to

RxQa
Our interest in this chapter is focused on commutative semigroups of endomor-

phisms of ßa. This group is a quotient group of W X Qa. It is easy to verify that

End(R'xQa) = Mr(R)xA/r(Qa),

where Mr(R) denotes the ring of r x r matrices over a ring R. As in the one-

dimensional case one can show that any endomorphism of ßa admits a unique

lifting to Rr X Qa. We get End(ßa) = Mr(Z[l/a]). The action of a character

y = (yx,y2,...,yr)e Z[\/a]r on ßa is given by

y(x) = exp 27r/£ {yjXj}  ,       x = (xx,x2.xr)T g ßa.

Commuting endomorphisms of ßa are lifted to commuting endomorphisms of

Rr X Qa. Elements of ßa will be considered as column vectors, matrices of End(ßa)

acting upon them from the left. If a g End(ßa), then a is given by the same matrix,

acting from the right upon elements of Z[\/a]r. which are considered as row vectors.

Hence ô will also be denoted by a.

Recall now that the ring Qa decomposes into the direct product, taken over the

prime divisors p of a, of the fields of /?-adic numbers, i.e. Qa = ITLi Qp , and also

Za = T\j=x Zp (see, for example, [9, Chapter 5]). It can be shown that HomiQ^, Qa)

= {0} for distinct primes p and q. Hence End(Qa) = n*_j End(Q¿ ). The lifting of

an endomorphism a of ßa to Rr X Qp¡ X • • - X Q^ is given by a matrix a g

A/r(Z[l/z]) acting by

a(x0,xx,...,xh) = (ox0,axx.axh).

To simplify the notations in what follows we put p0 = oo, so that Q = R and

Zpu = [0,1]. | • \j denotes the/^-adic valuation on Q^, (| • |0 is the usual valuation on

R). The same notation will be employed for the unique extension of the valuation to

a given finite extension of Q^ . The index y will be dropped in case there is only one

relevant valuation.

Let 2 be a commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of ßa.

Definition ILL (ßa, 2) is an ID flow if the only infinite closed 2-invariant

subset of ßa is ßa itself.
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More briefly, 2 may be called an ID semigroup.

Definition II.2. Two endomorphisms a and t are rationally dependent if a' = rm

for some integers / and m, not both of which are 0. Otherwise, they are rationally

independent.

Rational dependence and independence of pairs of nonzero complex numbers, or

elements of some other ring, is similarly defined.

The characteristic polynomial and the minimal polynomial of a matrix a are

denoted by/0 and ma, respectively.

The following theorem forms the main result of this chapter. It generalizes the

theorem cited in the Introduction.

Theorem ILL A commutative semigroup 2 of endomorphisms ofWa is ID if and only

if the following conditions hold:

(1) There exists an endomorphism a in 2 such that fa„ is irreducible over Qfor every

positive integer n.

(2) For every common eigenvector v of 2 there exists an endomorphism o(. G 2 whose

eigenvalue in the direction o/2 is of norm greater than 1.

(3) 2 contains a pair of rationally independent endomorphisms.

Remark ILL As was pointed out, it is possible to lift 2 to a commutative

semigroup of endomorphisms of n*=0Qp . acting as linear transformations on each

Qrp . Lemma II.5 will show that the first condition of the theorem guarantees the

diagonalizability of 2 over a suitable finite extension of Q, hence over suitable finite

extensions of the fields On, 0 < / < /i. The vectors of the bases over these exten-

sions with respect to which 2 is in diagonal form, r(h + 1) vectors in all, are the

common eigenvectors of 2, mentioned in the second condition of the theorem.

We turn to prove the theorem, demonstrating first the necessity of the conditions.

Those steps whose proof is identical to that given for finite-dimensional tori will be

omitted.

2. The necessity of the conditions. Throughtout most of this section 2 denotes a

commutative ID semigroup of endomorphisms of ßa. We prove a series of lemmas

which together imply that 2 satisfies the conditions stated in Theorem ILL

Lemma II.2. ma is irreducible over Q for every a G 2.

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that ma is reducible for some a g 2. By [8,

Chapter 8] there exists a 2-invariant nontrivial proper subspace T of Qr. Hence

T n Z\\/a\ is a nontrivial proper Z[l/a]-submodule of Z[l/a]r. It follows that

/l(ßa, T n Z[l/a]r) is an infinite closed 2-invariant proper Z[l/a]-submodule of

ßa, contradicting the ID property of 2. This proves the lemma.

Denote by A the field of algebraic numbers.

Lemma II.3. There exists a basis of Ar with respect to which every a g 2 is in

diagonal form.

The proof relies only upon the fact that ma is irreducible for every a g 2. It goes

exactly as in the toral case [1, Lemma 3.2].
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Select a basis va), v(2),...,v<r) satisfying the conditions of the lemma. The eigen-

values of an endomorphism a g 2 corresponding to this basis are denoted by

A, „, A2a,...,A,.0. From Lemma II.2 it follows that a is uniquely determined by

A, c. Let K denote the field extension of Q obtained by adjoining the set A, =

{a1>g2}.

Lemma II.4. [/Y: Q] = r.

Proof. Since any element of K is obviously an eigenvalue of an r x r rational

matrix, and therefore of a degree not exceeding r over Q, we have [K : Q] < r.

Assume that [K : Q] = k < r. Then the (additive) Z[l/a]-module of endomorphisms

2' generated by 2 is of rank k. Let ax,a2,...,ok be a basis of this module. For an

arbitrary rank 1 Z[l/a]-submodule T of Z[l/a]r, consider the set F = Ef_, To,. F

is a nontrivial 2-invariant Z[l/a]-submodule of Z[l/a]r, the rank of which is at

most k. Considering A(Üra, T') we obtain therefore a contradiction to 2 being ID.

This completes the proof.

The necessity of the first condition of the theorem can now be proved.

Proposition ILL There exists some a G 2 such that f0„ is irreducible over Q for

every positive integer n.

The proof goes along the following lines. Assuming that the proposition fails to be

true we arrive at a decomposition of 2 of the form

/ = i

where Fv F2,...,F,are the proper subfields of K and for an arbitrary subset B of K

we denote

/fi = {oe^|3neN,a"eß),       2fi = {a G 2|A, „ g B).

Let T be an arbitrary Z[l/a]-submodule of Z[l/a]r of rank r - 1. Set H - /l(ßa, T).

The set 2// is an infinite closed 2-invariant set, and to arrive at a contradiction we

have to prove only that it is properly contained in ßa. For this it is sufficient to show

that for any proper subfield F of K the set 2^// is contained in the union of finitely

many closed proper submodules of ßa. We claim that {F can be decomposed as

m

(1) mT -   U Faj
7-1

for suitable elements ax,a2,...,am g K. Suppose such a decomposition has been

established. Then it remains to prove that ~2.FaH is contained in a closed proper

submodule of ßa for every a g K. It is obvious that the Z[l/a]-module spanned by

2fa is of rank not exceeding [F : Q]. Let a,, a2,... ,as be a basis of this module. The

set fr/«] To,"1 forms a submodule of Z[\/a]r of rank not less than r - [F : Q], and

hence A(üra,C\si=x Ta,'1) is a proper submodule of ßa. Now it is obvious that

2fa/Y £ /J(ßa,nf_! Ta,'1), which implies that 2// is a proper subset of ßa.

It is evident that (1) is equivalent to

(2) [)[F*:F*]< <x>,
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where F* is the multiplicative group of F. The proof of (2) depends on classical

algebraic number theory and can be found in [1] as the main step in the proof of

Proposition 3.1.

Given a polynomial/g Q[x], we denote by Q(/) its splitting field over Q. The

same notation is used for an automorphism of Q(/) and for its natural extension to

Q(/)". Since the following lemma will also be employed in the next section, we do

not assume 2 to be an ID semigroup.

Lemma II.5. Suppose 2 is a commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of ßa,

containing some a withfa irreducible over Q. Then:

(1) The roots KXa, X2o,... ,\ra offa are mutually distinct.

(2) There exists a basis v(1), vt2\ ...,vtr) of Ar such that

(a) 2 is in diagonal form with respect to this basis,

(b)t>("GQ(A,0)7orl </<r,

(c) an element 4> of the Galois group of the extension Q(/„)/Q takes vu) to viJ) iff it

takes A, „ toXj „.

(3) Every t G 2 can be uniquely expressed in the form r = Yf,Zl a,a' with a, G Q,

0 < i « r - 1.

For the proof see [1, Lemma 3.4].

We shall now prove the necessity of the second condition in Theorem ILL Select

some a g 2 with/0 irreducible over Q. Let va), v{2)_,v{r) be a basis of Ar with the

properties stated in the last lemma. For 0 < j< h denote by K} the splitting field of

/„ over Qj,. vUj, v2-',.. .,vr-J is a basis of KJ corresponding to the given basis of Ar.

The eigenvalues of any t g 2, considered as a linear transformation of KJ, with

respect to this basis will be denoted by \x   T, X2jT,... ,\rjr.

Proposition 11.2. For every 1 < i < r and 0 < j< h there exists a a g 2 such that

\KjJ > I-
Proof. Suppose that for some y we have, say, |A, 7 „| < 1 for every o g 2. Assume

that v1-J,vz-J,...,vk-J, for instance, are all the conjugates of v1-' over Qp . Then

A, 7 „, A2./,o.AA,y.o are al' tne conjugates of r\Xja over Qp for every a g 2. Since

Qp is complete in the /^-adic metric we have

l*W..I - l*2J..I -  •■•   -I^j..l. «e2,

and in particular all these numbers are at most 1.

It is easy to verify that an element of the form Lrl = xaiv'-1, a, g Kj for 1 < i < r,

belongs to Q^ iff ax, a2.ar are conjugate over Qp in correspondence with the

conjugacy of vUj, v2-J,... ,t,ry, i.e. iff \l/(v',J) = v'2-J for some \p in the Galois group

of Kj/Qp implies ^(a, y) -= o,2 7. The projection of the set

«r = Q;, n { I «¿M e Kj, \a,\j < R VI < ; < k j c Q;

on ßa is a 2-invariant set in ßa for any R > 0. This projection is an infinite closed

set and for sufficiently small R > 0 it is properly contained in ßa. The contradiction

to 2 being ID proves the proposition.
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Given a nonsingular matrix a we denote by G (a) the group composed of all

integral powers of a and by 5(a) the semigroup consisting of all the nonnegative

ones. The following lemma forms the first stage towards the proof of the necessity of

the third condition in Theorem ILL

Lemma II.6. Let a g End(ßa). Then

(1) 5(a) is not an ID semigroup.

(2) If a is invertible G (a) is not ID.

Proof. We may assume /„ to be irreducible over Q. An infinite closed proper

subset of ßa, invariant under the semigroup in question, has to be constructed. We

distinguish between two cases:

Case I. a is not an automorphism.

It may be assumed that |a, | > 1 for every 1 < / < r, 0 <y < A. Pick a nonzero

point e in ir~l({0}), where it is the projection of n*_0 Qp on ^u- Decompose e into a

sum of eigenvectors of a:

(3) e = £   t «,./<
7 = 0  ; = 1

It is easy to see that the projection on ßa of the set

0;(e)={o-(e)|n- 0,1,2,...} ç U QrP
y-o

has the required properties.

Case IL a is an automorphism.

We may assume that |a,   J * 1 for 1 < j < r, 0 <j < Ä.

Let /I and 5 denote the sets of pairs (/', y) with |\( J < 1 and with |A,■ „| > 1,

respectively. Select e as in the former case and, employing the decomposition (3),

take the point

v = e-     £    aKJv'-' =     £    <*,,,(/•'.

(/./)G/t (i.j)^B

Using both representations of o one can show that the projection on ßa of

Oa(v)={a"(v)\n^Z}çzYlQrPj
7 = 0

is infinite and that 0 is its only accumulation point. It follows that the closure of this

set possesses the needed properties. This completes the proof.

Proposition II.3. 2 contains a pair of rationally independent endomorphisms.

Proof. Choose an endomorphism a # ± / in 2 with /„» irreducible over Q for all

n G N. Denote by DR(a) the set of all matrices with entries in the ring R,

commuting with a and rationally dependent of it. Lemma II.5 implies that DQ(a) is

a commutative group. We have to show that its subsemigroup DZ[X/a](a) is not ID.

First we claim that DZ[x/a]{a) can be represented in the form

(4) DZ{x/a](a)=\jG(a)a,
i = i
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if a is an automorphism and in the form

(5) Dnx/a]{a)= (jS(a)a,

if a is not an automorphism for suitable a,, a2,... ,as. Once such a decomposition is

given the proposition is proved. In fact, let E be an infinite closed G(a)-invariant (or

5(a)-invariant) proper subset of ßa, as constructed in the former lemmas. The

conditions imposed upon o guarantee its ergodicity, whence E is nowhere dense (see

Chapter I, §2). The set U*=1 a¡(E) is therefore an infinite closed Z)Z|1/a|(a)-invariant

proper subset of ßa, implying that DZ[x/a](a) is not ID.

It thus remains to be shown that DZ[x/a](a) can be represented as in (4) or (5). Let

t g Dq(o). Suppose

(6) t! = am       (/, mGZ-{0}).

In particular

(7) K, = Ka-

The solutions A, T G K of (7) correspond to the solutions t g DQ(a) of (6). We have

to find therefore the solutions of (7). For this a few notions and results from the

theory of algebraic numbers are needed (see, for example, [10, Chapter 3]). Let 7" be

the set of equivalent classes of discrete valuations on K for which Xx a is of norm 1.

The set 5, consisting of all the other equivalence classes, is finite. Denote by EK the

finite group of roots of unity belonging to K. According to the generalized Dirichlet

unit theorem there exist 5-units e,, e2.eu in K such that any 5-unit tj in K can be

uniquely written in the form

T) = £-ei'^--- eku"        U^EK,kx,k2./;„ g Z).

Since Xj „ is obviously an 5-unit we have

Al.o        S     el   e2 Eu   ■

Clearly \lr forms a solution of (7) iff it is of the form

(8) X1>T - £'ei*>e'2*; • • • <*■

for some £' G EK and t g Z/k, where k is the g.c.d. of kx, k2,...,ku. We obtain

therefore [DQ(a) : G(a)] < oo.

If a is an automorphism, then DZ[x/a](a) is a group and we conclude that

\DZ[X/a](a) '-G(a)] < oo, which implies that DZ[X/a](a) can be represented as in (4).

If a is not an automorphism, then to any t g DZ[X/a](a) there corresponds in (8) a

nonnegative /. Selecting from each coset of DQ(a) modulo G(a) that endomorphism

t G DZ[x/a](a) (if there exists any) with minimal t, we get a finite set of endomor-

phisms for which (5) holds. This proves the proposition.

The conditions stated in Theorem II.1 have thus been shown to be necessary for 2

to be an ID semigroup. We turn now to the proof of their sufficiency.

3. Sufficiency—sets containing 0 as a nonisolated point. 2 is a commutative

semigroup of endomorphism of ßa satisfying the conditions of Theorem ILL £ is a

closed 2-invariant subset of ßa which contains 0 as a nonisolated point. We want to

show that E = fia.
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The lifting of E to n*_0Qp is also denoted by E. va\ v(2),_v{r) is a basis of Ar

with the properties discussed in Lemma II.5 and vl-J, v2-'.vr-J is a corresponding

basis of KJ, where K} is a finite extension of Q^ , 0 < y < A. The points of n*=0 KJ

can be represented by r X (h + 1) matrices. For convenience in terminology we shall

refer to T\hJ=0KJ as a vector space, to products of subspaces of the spaces KJ as

subspaces of it, and to the vectors e'-J, 1 «s /' < r, 0 ^ j < h, of the standard bases of

the spaces KJ as its standard basis. The collection of vectors v'-J, 1 < i < r,

0 < y < A, is the new basis of the space, and with respect to this basis the linear

transformations in 2 are in diagonal form. A point v g n*=0 KJ belongs to n*_0Qp

iff in its representation with respect to the new basis v = Yj,j=()Y,rI=xalv'-' the

equality ^/(i/'--/) = v'2j implies \p(a, ) = a¡ , for any 0 < j ^ h and \¡> in the Galois

group of Kj/Qp . The semigroup obtained from 2 by diagonalization is denoted by

2 and the matrices corresponding to a, t g 2 are denoted by o, f g 2. The set of all

vectors of coefficients of the points of E represented with respect to the new basis is

denoted by Ë. The connection between the representations of vectors and of

transformations with respect to the standard basis of YVj^KJ and with respect to

the new one is given through the matrix U, whose columns are the vectors

v{l),va\...,v<r).

Given a set A of pairs (/', y ) we denote by VA the subspace of n*_0 KJ spanned by

the vectors eIJ with (;', y) G A. Employing the fact that 2 contains a matrix, all the

diagonal elements of which are distinct, it can be shown that a subspace of n*=0 KJ

is 2-invariant iff it is of the form VA for some A. Our assumptions concerning E

guarantee that £ contains a null sequence of nonzero points. Let M be a minimal

set of pairs (i, j) such that VM contains such a sequence («(m,)m-i 0I points of £.

Points of VM will be regarded as | M (-dimensional vectors.

Lemma II.7. Leí o g 2. Then either \X, j0\ > 1 for all (i, j) g M or \X,} „| < 1 for

all(i,j)e M.

Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that for some o g 2 we have |A, /0| > 1 for

(/, y) g Mx and \X, t „| < 1 for (/, y ) g M2, Mx and M2 being nonvoid complemen-

tary subsets of M. Put N(a) = max,, J)eW|A, 7 „|. For a > 0 consider the set

*« = fc.y)(/»«« G v»\a <    max,Jz'./I < ̂ (a)\.

For sufficiently large m there exists a positive integer jm such that d'™(«'"") g Sta.

Let w = w(a) be a limit point of this sequence. Obviously, w is a nonzero point of Ë

lying in VM¡. Applying the construction for a sequence (aj)JLx descending to 0 we

obtain a null sequence (w{J))JLx of nonzero points of Ë lying in VM. This

contradicts the minimality of M and thereby proves the lemma.

The lemma and the second condition of the theorem imply the existence of some

a G 2 for which

(9) |A„,.0|>1,      U,j)*M.
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Employing a construction similar to the one made in the course of the proof of the

last lemma we can show

Lemma II.8. If a g 2 satisfies (9), then there exists some point um £ Ë n VM, all of

whose coordinates are nonzero, such that the sequence

(10) u(n) = ö-"(u{0)),       « = 0,1,2,...,

is a null sequence of points in Ë D VM.

Lemma II.9. For every a, r G 2 there exists some a such that

log|Af,,,T|/log|A,.,,0| - a,       (/,y)GM.

Proof. Both a and t may be assumed to satisfy (9). Suppose for some nonvoid

Mx ç M we have

Iog|A(,,,T|/log|X¿<,,0| = a,       (.,y)GM,,

log|A,.,.T|/log|A,, 0| < a,       (i, j) G M - Mx.

Let (m,'i,)00_o be as in the preceding lemma. Define

(12) w^' = fk''(u{[k^),       k>l>0.

Denoting by v¡ 7, (i, j) g M, the components of any v g Vm we obtain

H,*.'=    y    \k-i ^-i*«]  to» ,.7

It follows from (11) that the sequence (w*')?./ of points of £ is bounded for any /,

and has some limit point wU) lying in VM. Since (w(l))'JLx is evidently a null

sequence of points in £, the minimality of M implies Mx = M, which completes the

proof.

In the next lemma we employ the functions exp and log on finite extensions of

Q^,. The definitions and basic properties of these functions can be found in [10, pp.

206-207]. It will also be convenient to consider exp as the usual isomorphism of T

onto the unit circle in the complex plane, i.e. exp(0) = e2n'e, and log as its inverse.

Denote M = {i\(i, j) g M}, 0 < y < h. m¿ is the number of elements of A/,.

Lemma 11.10. There exist some 0 < s < h and elements £, g Ks for i g Ms, not all

of which are 0, such that for every t G Zs the vector

(13) w<" = m<°> +  £  (exp(£,0 - \)u)°!e'-s
iSMi

lies in £, where u(0) is as in (10).

Proof. Select two rationally independent endomorphisms a and t in 2. We may

assume that both of them satisfy (9). Let a be as in Lemma II.9. If a is irrational,

then VM is a vector space over R or over C. In this case the proof of the analogous

lemma in the toral case [1, Lemma 4.5] is still applicable. Hence we assume a to be

rational. Passing to appropriate powers of a and t we may assume that a = 1.

Consider the sequence (wlk))f=0 obtained from (12) in the special case / = 0:

w(k) = fk(u{k)),       k>0.
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We have

(14) w<*>=     £    MjA^fl***»    £    tfXJeK
(/,7)eM (i.7)eM

where p,   is a unit in À^ for (/, y ) g A/.

For y ^ 1 the following notations will be employed. e¡ is the index of ramification

of Kj over Q^,, R¿ is the ring of integers of Kj, tyj is the prime ideal of Rj and Ujm is

the multiplicative group 1 + ^ß™. Recall that in the descending sequence of sub-

groups of the multiplicative group RJ of units in Rj,

/?* 2 t/,, 2 t/,2 2 ••■•

each group is of finite index in its predecessor [10, p. 203]. Passing to an appropriate

power of a and t it may be assumed therefore that p¡, € UJie Ap _X)]+X for

1 < j < h. It is thus possible to set

(15) 0,, = logp,,v,       (/,y)GM.

By (14) we have

(16) wik)=     £     exp(**,.y)«.>'<

(i.y)ew

Consider the set {(k0UJ)iumM\k = 0,1,2,...} of vectors in the group Tm" x Äp

X •■ ■ X R%*. Its closure is a subgroup, which is infinite since a and t are rationally

independent. It can be shown that such a subgroup contains a subgroup of the form

{0} X ■■■ X HSX ■■■ X {0}, where H„ is a subgroup of Tm» (if s = 0) or of /?"■ (if

j ^ 1), the form of which is Zp £ with 0 # £ g Zm° or 0 # £ g Z™\ respectively.

Passing to the limit in (16) we obtain the desired conclusion.

Let A and B be subsets of a metric space (A, a"). B forms an e-net for /I if for

every a G /I there exists some ft g 5 with d(a, b) < e. A subset /I of KM is a //ne

segment if it is of the form

y4 = a + {0} X • • • x Zpb X • • ■ X {0},

where a g Vm and 0 # /> g /f™» for some 0 < s ^ /i. The number max,6M \b,\s is

the /e/igf/t of the segment.

Lemma 11.11. For every e > 0 the set £ forms an e-net for arbitrarily long line

segments in VM.

Proof. Let {w("|f g Zp } be an "arc" in £ as given by the preceding lemma. If

5 = 0, then the proof is similar to that of the toral case [1, Lemma 4.6], so we shall

deal only with the case s > 1, say í «■ 1. For an endomorphism a g 2 satisfying (9)

set

h,»m = àm(wi,)),       t G Zpt,m = 0,1,2.

By (13) we have

wm-' = äm(u<°')+ £ X7.,..(«p(€,r) -1)«««*'-».
Í6W,
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Put

(17) vm' = öm(uw)+   £ KiJM°ie'-^

for? g Z„ and m = 0,1,2,.... We have
Pi '    '    '

Hfl'' - Oft' = XTl,a(«p(l,í) - 1  - £,0, ' S A/j.

To estimate this expression we first show that if y g Kx satisfies

"i(y)> 3ex/(px - 1),

where nx is the exponent corresponding to the ideal %x, then

(18) )exp(y)-l-y\x^\y2/2\\x.

In fact, for such y we have

nx(y'/l\) = lnx(y) - nx(l\) = lnx(y) - e, £ [///>f]

^ M.F) - exl/(Px -\)> 2nx(y) > nx(y2/2\),       I > 3,

which, since | • |, is nonarchimedean, impües (18).

Obviously, it may be assumed that «,(£,)> 3ex/(px - 1) for / g Mx. Let || ■ || be

any norm on V{XXxM¡. Assuming, for example, that 1 g M, and that |Xllo| is

maximal among all the elements |X/Ao| with / g Mx, we get

(19) llw"1-',- iT-'ll« c\Xx^r\t\2,       [eZf|,« = 0,U.

for a suitable constant c.

Now consider the arcs

#(m)~ {W"-'\t e p\-Zpi} ç£,       m = 0,1,2,...,

and the corresponding line segments

J("»= [vm-,\t^p\"'Zpi),       m = 0,1,2,...,

where (Jm)m-i is a sequence of positive integers to be determined later. First, for

<?<m> to form an e-net for./'"1' for sufficiently large m it is sufficient in view of (19)

to have

(20) irf"iAU,0r - ° asw^«>-

From (17) it follows that a sufficient condition for the length of Jim) to tend to

infinity with m is that

(21) |PilíÍAu.alm - «    asm-oo.

Since (jm)~=0 can evidently be chosen so as to satisfy both (20) and (21) the lemma

follows.

Proposition II.4. £ contains a translate of some infinite closed Z[l/a]-submodule

ofK-

We review the proof. Let ¿{m) and./(m), m > 0, be the sets defined in the course

of the proof of Lemma 11.11, S{m) and J(m) the corresponding sets before the
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diagonalization. It is clear that for every e > 0, i{m) forms an e-net for Sim) for

sufficiently large m and that the length of S{m) tends to infinity with m. We claim

that J(m) £ rTj=0Qp •In fact>we only nave t0 snow tnat iL>Ior instance, 4*(vlJ) = v2-'

for some 4* in the Galois group of Kj/Qp, then \p(v"'J) = v2j. Since w(0) g £ we

have ^("i0]) = "2°}. We also have \(/(Xx} 0) = X2y „ for every a g 2 and hence

iKPi.y) = P2.7' where p¡j is determined by (14). This implies ^(0XJ) = 02 , 9¡, being

defined in (15). It follows that tK£i) = £2 f°r tne elements £, in (13). Thus we have

Compactness considerations prove that the projections of the line segments S(m)

on ßa have a subsequence converging in the Hausdorff metric to some translate of

an infinite closed Z[l/a]-submodule of ßa. This limit is contained in £. This

completes the proof.

For the proof of the next lemma see [1, Lemma 4.7].

Lemma 11.12. Let G be a compact abelian group and T = G. A sequence (Gm)"_, of

closed subgroups of G satisfies Gm -» G as m -* 00 (in the Hausdorff metric) iff for

every 0 ¥* y g T we have y £ A(T, Gm)for sufficiently large m.

Proposition U.S. Let a be an endomorphism of ßa with /„» irreducible over Q for

every positive integer n and H an infinite closed Z[\/a]-submodule of ßa. Then

am(//)-> ßaasm - 00.

Proof. In view of the preceding lemma we only have to show that if 0 + y g

Z\\/a\, then y € A(Z[\/a]r, am(H)) for sufficiently large m. Assume, to the

contrary, that y G A(Z[\/a]r, amí(H)) for every k, where (mk)'k = x is an increasing

sequence of positive integers. Then yam* G A(Z[l/a]r, H) for all k. Hence there

exists some 0 # 5 g Z[l/a]r such that yamkoT = 0 for all k. Obviously, we may

assume that y, S g Z' and a G Mr(Z). The sequence (yamoT)™=x of integers satisfies

the recursion determined by the polynomial /„. Since /„» is irreducible over Q for

every n G N no root X, „ and no ratio X, 0/X „ is a root of unity (unless r = 1, in

which case the theorem is trivial). By [2, p. 302, Problem 9], we have YamÔr = 0 for

every m g N. Hence the a-invariant subspace of Q/ spanned by {am8\m g N} is a

proper subspace of Q/. The minimal polynomial of the restriction of a to this

subspace is a nontrivial divisor of /„. This contradicts the irreducibility of /„ and

thereby proves the proposition.

Combining the conclusions of Propositions II.4 and II.5 we obtain £ = ßa.

The conditions of Theorem II.1 were thus shown to imply that a closed 2-

invariant subset of ßa which contains 0 as a nonisolated point is necessarily ßa itself.

In the next section the general case is considered.

4. The sufficiency of the conditions. Let 2 be a commutative semigroup satisfying

the conditions of Theorem ILL We want to show that 2 is an ID semigroup.

Given an abelian group G and a positive integer / we denote by G[l] the subgroup

of G consisting of all those elements whose order divides /.

Lemma 11.13. ßa[/] is finite for every l G N.
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Proof. Since ßa[/] = Z[\/a]r/lZ[l/a]r it is sufficient to show that this quotient

group is finite. We shall show, more generally, that if A is a rank r subgroup of Qr,

then A//A is a group of order not exceeding lr. Let y>, y2.- - - ,7* belong to distinct

classes of A modulo I A. Consider the ascending sequence of subgroups of A defined

by

A„ = ArwZr,       « = 0,1,2.
n\

An is a rank r subgroup of Zr/n\ and hence it is isomorphic with Zr. Since

U^=0A„ = A there exists some n0 such that y, g A„o for 1 < / < k. The elements

Yj, y2,... ,yk are, in particular, distinct modulo /A„o. Now Zr/lZr is a group of order

lr, so that k < V. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 11.14. Let a be any epimorphism o/ßa. Ker(o) is a finite subgroup ofüra.

In fact, for some / we have la1 G Mr(Z[l/a]). Obviously Ker(o) c ßa[/] for

such /.

Lemma 11.15. Let a be an ergodic endomorphism of ßa. A finite a-invariant set

consists only of torsion elements.

Proof. Any element x in such a set belongs to Ker(am - a") for some distinct

positive integers m and n. It is easy to see that the ergodicity criterion of Theorem

1.3 implies that a has no roots of unity among its eigenvalues. It follows that

am - a" is an epimorphism. The preceding lemma now implies the desired conclu-

sion.

Lemma 11.16. Let q be a prime not dividing a. The subgroup of ßa, consisting of all

torsion elements whose order is a power of q, is dense in ßa.

Proof. We claim that, in general, if G is a compact abelian group then the

subgroup, consisting of all torsion elements whose order is a power of q, is dense iff

n^=0 <l"G = W- In fact, consider the following ascending sequence of subgroups of

G:
G„ = G[qn),       « = 0,1,2,....

We have

A(G,Gn) = q"G,       « = 0,1,2.

Hence

5c \ oc

G U G„    = H q"G.
n=0        / n=0

Thus I)?.,, G„ is dense in G iff n*_0 q"G - {0}.
In our case, since q + a it is clear that D^=0 <7"Z[l/a]r = {0}, whence the lemma

follows.

Lemma 11.17. There exists a subsemigroup 20 of 2, generated by not more than

max{2, r(h + 1)} endomorphisms, which also satisfies the conditions of Theorem ILL
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The proof is simple and bears no difference from the toral case [1, Lemma 5.3].

The following proposition forms the main step of this section. It generalizes

Proposition IV.1 of [5] in two respects. First, it relates to semigroups of endomor-

phisms of ßa instead of Tr and, secondly, it drops the commutativity assumption.

Proposition II.6. Let 2 be an arbitrary semigroup of endomorphisms of ßa.

Suppose that:

(1) There exists some ergodic a g 2.

(2) There exists a prime q not dividing a such that det a is a q-adic unit for every

a G 2.

77ie«(ßa, 2) is an S-flow.

Proof. For an arbitrary fixed nonnegative integer k denote by <p the natural

projection of Z[l/a] onto Z[l/a]/qkZ[\/a]. The natural extension of ç to a

projection of Mr(Z\\/a\) onto Mr(Z[\/a]/qkZ[\/a]) is also denoted by <p. Let 2a)

be the set of elements of 2 carried to / by <p. Evidently, 2'*' is a subsemigroup of 2

and2a + 1'c2(A:>forallA:.

Let o G 2. Since det a is a a-adic unit it is invertible modulo qk. Hence y(a) is

invertible. Denoting by 2}*' = 2(A), 2(2*',..., 2a' the inverse images in 2 of the

elements of Mr(Z[\/a]/qkZ[\/a]) we see that the second condition in Definition

1.4 of inflows is satisfied.

2 contains some ergodic a. For a suitable / we have a' g 2(A). Now a' is also

ergodic, so that (ßa, 2a') is ergodic, implying the first condition in the definition of

inflows.

It is clear that every torsion element of order qk is a fixed point of 2<Ar). Lemma

11.16 implies therefore that the third condition in the definition of inflows is also

satisfied. This completes the proof.

We now return to study semigroups 2 satisfying the conditions of Theorem ILL

Proposition II.7. Let M be a 1-minimalset. M is a finite set of torsion elements.

Proof. By Lemma 11.17, 2 may be assumed to be finitely generated. Hence 2

satisfies the conditions of Proposition II.6. Suppose M is infinite. Then M - M is a

closed 2-invariant set containing 0 as a nonisolated point. The results of §3 imply

M - M = ßa. Since (ßa, 2) is an inflow it follows from Theorem 1.2 that M = ßa.

The contradiction proves the proposition.

It is now easy to conclude the proof of Theorem ILL Let £ be an infinite closed

2-invariant subset of ßa. The set £' of accumulation points of £ is closed and

2-invariant. By the last proposition £ contains some torsion element. Hence for a

suitable positive integer / the set IE is a closed 2-invariant set which contains 0 as a

nonisolated point. Hence IE = ßa. We infer from this that £ has a nonempty

interior. 2 being ergodic we conclude that £ = ßa.

The proof of Theorem II.1 is now complete.

Remark II.2. In [1, §6] the conditions for a commutative semigroup of endomor-

phisms of Tr to be ID were examined. They were shown to be rather mild and easy

to verify in many cases. The same holds for semigroups of endomorphisms of ßa.
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We also note the following immediate consequence of Theorem II.l and Lemma

11.17.

Theorem II.2. Let 2 be a commutative ID semigroup of endomorphisms of ßa. 2

contains a subsemigroup 20, generated by at most max{2, r(h + 1)} endomorphisms,

which is also ID.

Thus, ID semigroups are not necessarily large. Similarly to the toral case, explicit

general examples of ID semigroups generated by just two endomorphisms can easily

be given.

Chapter III. Quotient groups of multi - solenoids of finite rank

1. Generalities and the main theorem. In this chapter the ID property will be

studied for commutative semigroups of endomorphisms of quotient groups of ßa.

First, the groups in this class and their rings of endomorphisms have to be described.

Let G be a quotient group of ßa. A = G is a subgroup of Z[l/a]r. A n Zr is

isomorphic with Zs for some 0 < s < r. Let \p be an isomorphism of A n Zr onto

Zs. It is obvious that \p can be uniquely extended to an isomorphism of A onto some

subgroup of Z[l/a]s containing Zs. We may assume therefore that Zr ç A c

Z[l/a]r. Combining this with the endomorphisms introduced in the beginning of the

preceding chapter we obtain the monomorphisms

Z'^A^Z[l/a]'^RrxQa

and the dual epimorphisms

T'^ßa///-ßa^R'xQa,

where H is a closed subgroup of ßa and w, = /,, 1 <y < 3. The mappings i¡ are

discrete embeddings and the mappings ir¡ are therefore open. It is easy to verify that

^(RrxQa,Z') = Ker(7r3)e{0} x Za.

Hence -ii^x(H) = Ker(7r3) © H', where H' is a subgroup of Rr X Qa contained in

{0} X Za which is mapped isomorphically onto H by 7r3. We shall consequently

denote H ' by H.

Recall that Za = T\hj_xZp , and thus H is a closed subgroup of T\j = xZp . This can

be shown to imply that H = n*=1 H¡, where Hj is a closed subgroup of Zp for

1 < y < «. Henceforth, referring to ßa/// we assume that H has the aforementioned

properties.

Let a g End(ßa///). Since A 2 Zr it is clear that 6 can be uniquely extended to

Z[\/a]r. From Lemma II.l it follows that a can be uniquely lifted to ßa. If a and r

commute, then so do their liftings to ßa as well. The elements of End(ßa///) are

represented by matrices in Mr(Z[l/a]), but not every such matrix gives rise to an

endomorphism. The liftings of a to ßa and to Rr x Qa will also be denoted by a.

Since H is a-invariant as a subgroup of ßa and {0} X Qa is o-invariant in Rr X Qa,

H is o-invariant as a subgroup of Rr x Qa as well. This implies that //• is o-invariant
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for 1 < y ^ «. In fact, we show that Hx, for example, is o-invariant. Let x g Hx and

assume that

h

y-i

Take a sequence (s„)"=1 of positive integers such that pj- -» 1 as n -» oo in Zpi for

2 < y < «. Then on the one hand

°{(P2P3 ••■ Z»*)1"*) -»«(*)   as« - oo,

and on the other hand

o((p2Pi ■■■ PhY'x) = £ (p2/>3 •••/*)'Vfr-*Ji   as«^ oo.
y-l

Thus a(x) = yx g //l5 which proves that /Y, is o-invariant.

Now fix an arbitrary 1 < y < «. Let V¡ denote the subspace of Qp spanned by H,.

Suppose Vj is i-dimensional. Obviously, Vj is o-invariant. Consider the restriction ax

of a to Vj, We claim that all the eigenvalues of ax are of norm not exceeding 1. Let

Kj denote the splitting field of / over Qp. Suppose that, contrary to our claim,

i/1' g Kj is an eigenvector of ax with an eigenvalue of norm greater than unity (in

the unique extension of the p^-adic valuation from Qp to Kj ). Let va), i?(2),..., vU) be

all the conjugates of v(1) over Q^. All these vectors are eigenvectors of ax. Set

x = L',=x v(l). It is easy to see that x G Vj. Since H}- is a Z -module we may assume,

replacing x by some pkx, that x g H¡. Now adjoin vectors v('*l),...,v{s) in an

arbitrary way to v(l\... ,ü(" so as to get a basis of Kj. Since //■ is compact the set of

vectors of coefficients of all the elements of Hj with respect to this basis is also

compact. But the collection of vectors of coefficients of {a"(x)\n — 0,1,2,...} £ H,

is already unbounded. The contradiction proves our claim.

The concept of an ID semigroup of endomorphisms of Slra/H is defined as in the

case of ßa. The following theorem, which generalizes Theorem II.l, forms the main

result of the present chapter.

Theorem ULI. A commutative semigroup 2 of endomorphisms of Qra/H is an ID

semigroup iff the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) There exists some o G 2 such that /„. is irreducible over Q for every « G N.

(2) For every common eigenvector v of 2, which is not an eigenvector of the

restriction of'S. to T\h]=xVj, there exists some av G 2 whose eigenvalue in the direction of

v is of norm greater than unity.

(3) 2 contains a pair of rationally independent endomorphisms.

2. The necessity of the conditions. Let 2 be a commutative ID semigroup of

endomorphisms of ßa//7. To prove the necessity of the conditions we have to show

that, assuming the conditions to be violated, an infinite closed 2-invariant proper

subset of ßa/// can be constructed. This set will be the projection of an appropriate

subset of ßa, as constructed in the course of the proof of Theorem II.l.
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PROPOSITION ULI. There exists some o g 2 with fa- irreducible over Q for every

« EN.

Proof. In view of the proof of Proposition II.l it is clearly sufficient to show that

the projection of any infinite closed proper Z[l/o]-submodule of ßa on ßa/// forms

an infinite nowhere dense set there.

Let M be such a submodule of ßa. Consider the homomorphisms

M - ßa - ßy//

and the dual homomorphisms

Z\\/a\'/A(Z\\/a\, M) £ Z[l/a]r ¿ A.

Since M is infinite A(Z[l/a]r, M) is a Z[l/a]-submodule of infinite index in

Z[l/a]r. Recall that Z[l/a] is a Euclidean ring and that every nontrivial submodule

is of finite index. The elementary divisor theorem [11, p. Ill] implies that

A(Z[\/a\r, M) is of rank less than r. Since A is of rank r, Im(77,/2) is infinite. Hence

\m(m2ix) is also infinite. It remains to show that this set is nowhere dense. To this

end note that A(Z[\/a]r, M) is a nontrivial Z[l/a]-submodule of Z[l/a]r, whence

it is infinite. Rank considerations imply that Ker^/j) is infinite. Consequently the

image of M in ßa//Z is of infinite index, and so nowhere dense. This proves the

proposition.

Employ now the notations introduced before Proposition II.2. Denote by Uj the

subspace of KJ spanned by fly. Our remarks in the beginning of Chapter II, §3

imply that Uj is spanned by some subset of the basis v1--1, i'2 ',.. .,vr-J of KJ. Put

5 = {(/, y)|l ^ i < r,0 <j < h, &■' ÍÍ/J.

Note that if v''-J and vh--J are conjugate over Qp and (iv j) € 5 then (/2, y ) g 5 as

well.

Proposition III.2. For every (/, y ) g 5 there exists some o g 2 with \X, ¡ „| > 1.

Proof. Suppose that for some y we have, say, (1, /') g 5 but |X, a\ < 1 for every

o G 2. Assume that fly, v2J,.. .,vk-J are the conjugates of v*'J over Qp . Consider the

set SR defined in the proof of Proposition II.2. Under the projection of ßa on ßa///

this set is carried into a closed 2-invariant proper subset of ßa///. It is easy to see

that êR is mapped in a 1-1 manner, and therefore its projection is infinite. The

contradiction proves the proposition.

Proposition III.3. 2 contains a pair of rationally independent endomorphisms.

The proof is carried out employing the constructions made in the proofs of

Lemma II.6 and Proposition II.3. We omit the details.

This completes the proof of the necessity.

3. The sufficiency of the conditions. 2 is a commutative semigroup which satisfies

the conditions of Theorem ULI. We employ the notations introduced before

Proposition III.2.
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Proposition III.4. Let E be a closed ^-invariant subset ofiïra/H containing 0 as a

nonisolated point. Then E = ßa///.

Proof. Let (u{"°)^,=x be a nontrivial null sequence of points in £. The lifting of £

to n*=0Q^ contains a null sequence (ù<m')^=1 which forms a lifting of («(w>)^_i.

Decompose w1"" into a sum of eigenvectors in ÍTLo KJ-

*,m) -it «,.7.y ■'•

; = 0 i-1

It is easy to see that 'L(,,J)<£sai.j.mv''1 e l~lj-\Vj- Since ü<m) -» 0 as m -» oc we have

a • „, -» 0 as m -» oo for every (/, j). Hence for m sufficiently large T.i,J)9Saljmv1-'

G //. The sequence

w(""=     £    a,.7.mi''-'/.        «7 = 1,2,3.

Ii./ies

therefore forms another lifting of («(B,,)"-i to n*_0Q;(. Thus, the lifting of £ to

n*=0Qp contains a nontrivial null sequence of points lying in a 2-invariant

subspace K of n*=0 Q^ having the following property: For every common eigenvec-

tor of the restriction of 2 to V there exists some o G 2 with its corresponding

eigenvalue of norm greater than unity. Examining the sufficiency part of the proof of

Theorem II.l we observe that this information guarantees that the lifting of £ to ßa

is ßa itself, and hence £ = ßy//.

Lemma ULI. (ßa///)[/] is finite for every l g N.

The proof of Lemma 11.13 is sufficiently general to cover this case also. The

following two lemmas are also proved as the parallel ones in the case of ßa.

Lemma III.2. If a is an epimorphism ofWjH, then Ker(o) is finite.

Lemma III.3. If a is an ergodic endomorphism ofSlra/H, then every finite o-invariant

set consists of torsion elements only.

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 11.16.

Lemma III.4. Let q be a prime not dividing a. Then U*=o(ßy//)[o"] is dense in

Denote by d(Hj) the rank of the Zp-module //, (or, equivalently, the dimension of

Vj over Q ) for 1 <y< «. Set d(H) = Lh/,xd(HJ). The following generalization of

Lemma 11.17 holds.

Lemma III.5. There exists a subsemigroup 20 of 2, generated by not more than

max{2, r(h + 1) - d(H)} endomorphisms, which satisfies also the conditions of Theo-

rem ULI.

Proving that 2 is an ID semigroup is now carried out as in the case of ßa. It is

easy to see that (ßa//Z, 2) may be assumed to be an ÍW-flow. Then we show that a

2-minimal set is necessarily a finite set of torsion elements. Finally, it is proved that

the only infinite closed set is ßy//.
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Remark ULI. Unlike what was seen in the former cases, commutative ID

semigroups on groups of the form ßa/// are, in some sense, rare. That is, for most

subgroups H of ßa the group ßy// admits no ID semigroups.

Example ULI. Consider the group ß2. It has a continuum of subgroups obtained

as projections of 2-adic segments in R2 x Q2, the form of which is {(0,0, x, ax)\x G

2/tZ2} for some a g Z2 and k ^ 0. Let H be such a subgroup. If a is not an

algebraic number of degree 2 over Q then there exist no ID semigroups on ß2///. If

a = 0, for instance, then the group is T X ß2. T X {0} is & fully invariant subgroup,

i.e. it is invariant under all the continuous endomorphisms of the group. In fact,

since U^o1!2"]is dense in T while ß2[2] = {0} we have Hom(T, ß2) = {0}. Hence

every endomorphism o is represented by a triangular matrix, and so T X {0} is fully

invariant. The situation is similar for other rational numbers a. We note that fa is

reducible over Q for every endomorphism a. On the other hand, if a is transcenden-

tal or algebraic of degree greater than 2 then End(ß2///) = {ll\l g Z}. In this case

every closed subgroup of ß2//Z is fully invariant and/0 is reducible for every a.

The example shows that the first condition in Theorem 111.1 indirectly forms a

heavy constraint upon the form of a subgroup // of ßa for which there exist ID

semigroups of endomorphisms on ßa///. We note that the case which was seen

concerning the group T X ß2 can be generalized. To formulate the following

theorem we recall a few definitions regarding abelian groups (see, for example, [4,

Chapter XII]). Let T be a torsion-free abelian group. Letpx, p2,... be the sequence

of all primes. For y g T and primep denote by hp(y) the largest integer k such that

p*|y; if p*|y for every k put hp(y) = oo. hp(y) is the p-height of y. The characteristic

of y is denoted by x(Y) and is defined as the sequence of p-heights of y:

x(y) = {hPlh),hPz(y),...).

Two characteristics (kx, k2,...) and (lx, l2,...) are equivalent if kn = /„ for almost

all n and kn ¥= ln implies that kn and /„ are both finite. An equivalence class of

characteristics is a type. If x(y) is of type t we say that y is of type t. The type of y is

denoted by <(y). A type t is given by a characteristic in its class. A partial order is

defined on the set of all characteristics by setting (kx, k2,..,) < (lx, l2,...) if kn < /„

for all «. For types we get a partial order by putting tx < t2 if there exist

characteristics Xi G 'i and x2 e t2 such that Xi < Xi- If a: Tx -* T2 is a homomor-

phism, then x(°y) > X(y) a°d t(ay) > t(y) for every o g T. A group is homoge-

neous if all its nonzero elements are of the same type.

Theorem III.2. Let G be a connected compact abelian group. If G is not homoge-

neous, then there exist no ID semigroups of endomorphisms on G.

Proof. Suppose y,,y2 g G are nonzero elements of different types tx and t2,

respectively. Assume, say, that t2 £ tx. Given any type t we denote G(t) = {y g

G|r(y) 2> t}. G(tx) is a fully invariant subgroup of G. Our assumptions imply that it

is infinite and that it is of infinite index in G. Hence A(G, G(tx)) is an infinite closed

fully invariant proper subgroup of G. This proves the theorem.

We remark that, on the other hand, if commutative ID semigroups on ßa/// exist,

then they are not necessarily large. By Theorem ULI and Lemma III.5 we easily get
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Theorem III.3. Let 2 be a commutative ID semigroup of endomorphisms of ßyH.

2 contains a subsemigroup 20, generated by not more than max{2, r(h + 1) - d(H)}

endomorphisms, which also forms an ID semigroup.

Chapter IV. Multi - solenoids of arbitrary type

Generalities and the main theorem. Let P = [p0, px, p2,...} be a set, where

p0 = oo and p is a prime fory > 1. Denote by Z[l/P] the ring obtained from Z by

adjoining all the numbers 1/p- fory > 1. The dual group of the additive group of

Z[l/P] will be denoted by ßP. If P is infinite, then QP is called a solenoid of infinite

type. For P = {p0} and P = {pQ, px,...,pn) we obtain the circle group and the

a-adic solenoid (with a = pxp2 ■ ■ ■ ph), respectively. Our notations in the course of

this chapter mostly refer to the infinite case.

We now state a few facts which are analogous to those which were studied for

solenoids of finite type. Denote by TljC x Qp the local direct product of the groups

Q^, relative to the compact open subgroups Zp , y> 1. That is T\fl,xQp is the

subgroup of njliQp consisting of those elements (Xj)JLx for which Xj g Zp for

almost all y. A basis of neighbourhoods of 0 is given by the collection of sets of the

form TYJLxUj, where for every y the set Uj is a neighbourhood of 0 in Q^, and

Uj = Zp for almost ally (see [7, pp. 56-57] for the definition and the basic properties

of local direct products). Put T\p<=PQp = R X njxLxQp. The monomorphism /:

Z[l//>] -» T\'p(BpQp given by i(s) « (j, J,...), s € Z[l/P], is a discrete embedding.

Let us examine the dual epimorphism. The group T\'p(EpQp is self-dual ([7, 25.34.b]

contains this fact as a special case). The action is given by

(<»,w)(*,W- ríe2*'1 <'"''.
peP

Hence the dual of /

* = î- IT QP - ß,

exhibits ßP as a quotient group of T\'pePQp.

The group ßP can also be represented as an inverse limit of solenoids of finite

type. If a/b then there exists a natural embedding Z[l/o] -* Z[l/b]. The system

composed of all groups Z[l/a], a being a product of primes in P, with these

embeddings forms a direct system whose limit is Z[l/P]. Passing to duals we obtain

an inverse system whose limit is ß,,.

An explicit representation of SlP is given by the set T\pePZp. If to the elements

ijefi, there correspond (xp)p<EP, (yp)p<=P g T\p<=PZp, then to z = x + y there

corresponds (zp)peP, where

(xx+yx-[xx+yx],     p = °o,

The projections ßA -» ßa for a\b and $lP -* ßa take on a very simple form in this

representation, namely they are defined as projections on the relevant components.

It is easy to see that any endomorphism of Z[\/P]r can be uniquely extended to

T\p(EpQp. It follows that any endomorphism of ß^ can be uniquely lifted to
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ri'pzpQp. Endomorphisms of ß£ correspond torxr matrices over Z[l/P]. Their

liftings act upon T\'pepQrp as "linear transformations". The liftings of commuting

endomorphisms are also commuting. We note that endomorphisms of ßa, a being a

product of primes in P, can be uniquely lifted to ß^ and to ß£ for a\b.

ID semigroups of endomorphisms of QrP are defined as in the former cases and the

characterization of the commutative ones is given by

Theorem IV.l. A commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of ßj> is ID iff it

satisfies the three conditions stated in Theorem ILL

Remark IV.l. The second condition of the theorem relates, in the case of infinite

P, to infinitely many eigenvectors; to every p g P there corresponds a finite

extension Kp of Qp such that in KJ there are r common eigenvectors of 2. The third

condition of the theorem follows in this case from the second one. In fact, this is

valid since for every endomorphism o all the eigenvalues X, „, X, „,... ,Xr a are units

in Kp for almost all p.

2. The proof of the theorem. The necessity of the conditions is proved similarly to

the case of finite type multi-solenoids. To obtain the first condition Z[l//^-modules

are employed instead of the Z[l/a]-modules of Proposition ILL For the second we

use the projection on ßp of a subset of YYp(,PQp constructed as in the proof of

Proposition II.2. We note that the sets obtained in ßj> may be thought of as inverse

limits of invariant sets in groups ßa. Since it is sufficient to deal with the case of

infinite P we obtain by Remark IV.l the third condition too. Thus we may pass to

the proof of the sufficiency of the conditions.

Unlike the preceding cases we do not split the proof into two parts. The main idea

is now to make use of projections of 2-invariant sets in ßj> on quotient groups of tip,

which are isomorphic to groups of the form fly//. From Theorem III.l we shall

conclude that the projection of the given set on any quotient group of that form is

the whole of the group. This will imply that this set is ürP. A few lemmas are first

needed.

Lemma IV.l. üP[l) is finite for every l g N.

The proof of Lemma 11.13 covers our case also.

Lemma IV.2. Let a and b be positive integers with a\b and let ir: ßft -» ßa denote the

natural projection. If x G ß£ is a torsion element then tt(x) g ßa is a torsion element

whose order is the same as that of x.

Proof. It is sufficient to deal with the case r — 1. We have to show that if x g ürh

is a torsion element and -n(x) = 0 then x = 0. We may assume that x g ßjo] for a

certain prime q. To show that the restriction of w to ßh[a],

ir':tih{q} ^ßja],

forms a monomorphism, it is sufficient to prove that its dual

*': Z[l/a]/oZ[l/a] - Z[\/b]/qZ[\/b),
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which is naturally induced by the embedding of Z[l/a] into Z[\/b], is surjective.

Now if q\b then the group on the right-hand side is trivial, while if a i b, then %' is

obviously 1-1 and since both groups are of the same order q it is also onto. This

proves the lemma.

Now let 2 be a commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of ßj» satisfying the

conditions of the theorem. £ is an infinite closed 2-invariant set. wa denotes the

projection of ßj, on ßa, where a is a product of primes in P.

Proposition IV.l. There exists an a such that ira(E) is infinite.

Proof. By the characterization of ergodicity in Theorem 1.3 we easily see that 2

contains some ergodic endomorphism o. Let a be the product of finitely many

primes in P, including all the primes dividing the denominator of some entry in o.

Obviously, a induces an ergodic endomorphism on ßa ((ßa, o) is a factor of (ßj>, o)).

The set wa(£) is closed and o-invariant. Assume it is finite. Then by Lemma 11.14 we

have 7ra(£) c ßa[/] for an appropriate positive integer /. Lemma IV.2 implies that

Trh(E) ç Qrh[l] for every b which is divisible by a. From the representation of ßj> as

an inverse limit of multi-solenoids of finite type we conclude that £ ç B¡»[/]. Lemma

IV.l proves the finiteness of £. The contradiction completes the proof.

Proposition IV.2. For every product a of primes in P, wa(£) = ßa.

Proof. In view of the preceding proposition we may assume that ttu(E) is infinite.

Suppose, say, that a = pxp2 ■ ■ ■ ph. Choose a finite set of endomorphisms

ax,a2,...,as g 2 such that/,» is irreducible for all «, o2 is rationally independent of

ax and for every 1 < i < r and 0 < y < « there exists some 1 < t < s with |X, ¡ B | > 1.

Let 20 be the subsemigroup of 2 generated by ax, a2.as. Let b be the product of

finitely many primes in P, including all those primes dividing the denominator of

some entry of one of the matrices o,, o2.as, say b = pxp2 ■ ■ ■ ph ■ - - pk.

For every « + 1 < y < Ar denote by HJ the closed subgroup of Zp consisting of

those elements lying in the subspace of KJ spanned by the eigenvectors

vl-J, v2-J,...,vrJ with |X,y0| < 1 for every a g 20. The group //■ is not necessarily

2-invariant, but from compactness considerations we easily infer that 20//y ç pj''Zp

for a suitable l} (see also the remarks preceding Theorem OI.1). Set Hj = pfëQHj.

Evidently, Hj is a closed 20-invariant subgroup of Zrp . Hence 20 may be considered

as a commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of Wh/Y\k=h + xHj. One can show

that our construction implies that, as such, 20 satisfies the conditions of Theorem

ULI, and hence (Qrh/Y\j=h + xHj, 20) is ID. Let m'b denote the projection of ÜP on

ßyiTj_/,+1 Hj. The set ir'h(E) is a closed 20-invariant set. Since 7ra(£) is infinite,

7T^(£) is infinite as well. Hence tt¡,(E) = %/Tik^h+xHj, and therefore ■na(E) = ßa.

This proves the proposition.

From Proposition IV.2 and the representation of ürP as an inverse limit of groups

of the form ßa we immediately obtain £ = ß^,. The proof of Theorem IV.l is thus

concluded.

Remark IV.2. As in the case of multi-solenoids of finite type the conditions for a

commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of a multi-solenoid of infinite type to be
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ID are rather mild and easy to verify. We can also construct explicitly ID semi-

groups. On the other hand, it is obvious that in the infinite type case no finitely

generated semigroup (commutative or not) is ID.

Chapter V. Finite - dimensional connected compact abelian groups

1. Generalities and the main theorem. This chapter deals with the characterization

of commutative ID semigroups of endomorphisms of finite-dimensional connected

compact abelian groups. This class of groups contains as special cases the classes

studied in the former chapters.

Let G be such a group. T = G is a torsion-free discrete abelian group of finite rank

(see, for example, [7, Chapters 23-24]). We may assume therefore that Zr ç r ç Qr

for some r. To make the notations compatible with those of the preceding chapter

we assume that T ç Z[l/P]r for a certain P (which may be considered to include all

the primes). Hence G is of the form ßp///.

We have to connect our group with ßp and with quotient groups of multi-solenoids

of finite type. Let a be a product of primes in P. Consider the commutative diagram

of monomorphisms

z'   -   mz[i/a]'   -   z[va]r   -   11q;
7-0

X * * ♦

z    - r -   z[i/py   -    ri Q;
pep

and the corresponding dual diagram of epimorphisms:

r   -   Qi/UHj   «-   o;   «-    UQPj
7=1 7=0

î î î Î

Tr -    qp/h   «- aj. «-  rr q;
peP

The inverse image of H in Y\p<EpQrp contains a subgroup, contained in Tlpfip-ia>)Zp,

which is carried isomorphically to //. This group, which we denote by H also,

decomposes in the form H = T\JXLX Hp where //, is a closed subgroup of Zp for

y 2s 1. If a and b are products of primes in P with a\b, then we have a natural

embedding T n Z[\/a]r -» T n Z[\/b]r and a corresponding dual projection

ßyn^ |fc H- -* ßyn„ ,„ //,. Passing over all the products of primes in P we obtain

an inverse system whose limit is QrP/H.

Let o g End(ßJ>///). As in the case of finite P it is easily verified that o admits a

unique lifting to ßp. The groups //7, y > 1, are invariant under the lifting of a to

YYpepQp- The liftings of commuting endomorphisms are commuting as well.

Denote by V the subspace of Q^ spanned by Hj for j>\ and V0 = {0}. If

a G End(ßJ,///), then the invariance of H under o implies that the eigenvalues of

the restriction of a to V are of norms not exceeding unity. Put

Hj-VjnZ'Pi,    j>\.

It is easy to see that Hf is a subgroup of finite index in H;.
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The following theorem, which includes Theorems II.1, ULI and IV.l as special

cases, forms the main result of the whole paper.

Theorem V.l. A commutative semigroup 2 of endomorphisms ofüP/H is ID iff the

following conditions hold:

(1) H = Hj for almost every j.

(2) there exists a o G 2 such that f0„ is irreducible over Q for every « G N.

(3) For every y > 0 and every common eigenvector v of the semigroup 2 of linear

transformations of Qr , which is not an eigenvector of the restriction of2 to Vf, there

exists an endomorphism o,. G 2 whose eigenvalue in the direction of v is of norm greater

than unity.

(4) 2 contains a pair of rationally independent endomorphisms.

Remark V.l. The first condition of the theorem relates only to the structure of the

group in question. If it is not satisfied then there exist no commutative ID

semigroups of endomorphisms on the group. Recall that in the case of ßa/// there

were also restrictions on the structure of H required to guarantee the existence of ID

semigroups. But whereas in that case the restrictions were implicit in the condition

regarding the existence of some o g 2 with fa irreducible, in our case the structure of

2 alone cannot ensure that the group admits any ID semigroups (see also Example

V.l).

2. The proof of the theorem. We first prove the necessity of the conditions. To

obtain conditions (2) and (3) we employ projections of properly chosen invariant

sets in ßj,. The method is the same as the one used in the case of Qra/H.

Now we have a basis vtu,v(2\...,vlr) of Ar with the properties considered in

Lemma II.5. U is the matrix formed by these column vectors. The entries of U and

of U'1 belong to a certain number field K. Let Px denote the set of all primes p G P

for which all the elements of U and of U~l are of norm not exceeding unity for every

extension of the p-adic valuation from Q to K. The set P - Px is finite. If p] g Px,

then a vector v in Q^ belongs to Zp iff in the representation v = Y.rj„xaLjv'-j we

have \a,,\ < 1 for every 1 < / < r. Hence if pj g px then Zp is 2-invariant, and

therefore//, is also 2-invariant. Put Hj = Hj if py g Px and Hj = HJ if py G Px. Then

TYJLxHj is a 2-invariant compact subgroup of IT/,e/>Q^ containing T\jLxH. The

projection of lTjii Hj on Q,rP/H is a closed 2-invariant proper subgroup of ßj>///. If

for infinitely many indices y the subgroup H¡ is properly contained in H, then this

projection is infinite. It follows that condition (1) of Theorem V.l is necessary for

the existence of commutative ID semigroups on ßj>///.

We turn to prove the necessity of condition (4). If for infinitely many numbers y

the rank of the Zp -module Hj is strictly less than r, then obviously the third

condition implies the fourth. Assume therefore that //y is of rank r for almost every y.

Then the first condition implies that //, = Zrp for almost all y. so that our group is

actually a quotient group of a multi-solenoid of finite type, where the theorem was

already proved.

Now the sufficiency of the conditions will be proved. Two lemmas are needed

first.
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Lemma V.l. (ßjy//)[/] is finite for every I g N.

The proof of Lemma 11.13 applies to this case also.

Given products a and b of primes in P with a\b we denote by irh a the projection of

tirh on ßa as well as the projection of ßyn,, lh H] on ßyll;, ,u Hy

Lemma V.2. Let a and b be as before. Suppose that Hj = Hj for every j for which

pj^b/a). Let x be a torsion element of ßyLL \b H Then tihu(x) is a torsion element

of ßyrip |o Hj of the same order as x.

Proof. Assume that, say, a = pxp2 • ■ ■ ph and b = pxp2 ■ • • ph • • • pk. It is

sufficient to show that x G (ßyn*_, //,-)[/] and irha(x) - 0 imply x = 0. Lifting to

tirh we see that we have to prove that if x g tirh. Ix g YVj_, //; and trh a(x ) g Tij- i Hj,

then x G nLi Hj. Employ the explicit representations of ßa and tih as products of

suitable Zp 's. Our assumptions imply that x = (xx, x2,...,xh.xk) with xJ g Hj

for 1 < y < « and x, eZJ for « + 1 < y < Ar. Since Xj belongs to the subspace of

Qp spanned by ¡Xj we get Xj g Hj for « + 1 < y < At. But Hj = Hj for « + 1 < y < Ar.

We obtain x ■ g //. for 1 < y < Ar. This completes the proof.

Let 2 be a commutative semigroup of endomorphisms of tirP/H such that the

conditions of the theorem are satisfied. £ is an infinite closed 2-invariant set. •na

denotes the projection of tirP/H on tiru/Y\p ¡a H .

Proposition V.l. There exists some a such that iru(E) is infinite.

Proof. Select an ergodic o g 2. Let a be the product of finitely many primes in

P, including all those primes dividing the denominator of some entry of o and all

those primespj such that H # H¡. Assume that, say, a = pxp2 ■ ■ ■ ph. a induces an

ergodic endomorphism on ßynjLi//,. wa(£) is a closed 2-invariant set. If it is

finite then 7ra(£) c (ßynj7., //,)[/] for some /. By Lemma V.2 we obtain -nh(E) Q

(ßylTJL, Hj)[l] for every b of the form b = pxp2 ■ ■ ■ ph ■ ■ ■ pk. The representation

of tirP/H as an inverse limit of groups of the form tirh/T\lJ=xH] implies then that

£ £ (tip/H)[l\. This contradicts the infinity of £ and thereby proves the proposi-

tion.

The end of the proof is analogous to that of the case of tiP. First it is shown,

similarly to Proposition IV.2, that wa(£)= ti'a/Y[pïaHj for every a. From the

representation of tirP/H as an inverse limit of quotient groups of multi-solenoids of

finite type we infer that £ = tirP/H. This completes the proof of Theorem V.l.

Remark V.2. In the proof we saw that if P is infinite then tirP/H usually admits

no finitely generated commutative ID semigroups. In fact, if such semigroups do

exist then the group is actually isomorphic to a quotient group of a multi-solenoid of

finite type.

We now bring without proof a condition on the dual group T which is equivalent

to the condition H = Hj. Consider the group

r7 = rnz[i/p7]r/zr,    y>i.

Then //y = //y iff r is a divisible group.

Example V.l. Let T be the subgroup of Q consisting of all rationals with

square-free denominator. Obviously End(T) = Z. Every subgroup of T is fully
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invariant. The dual group G = f can be represented by the set [ 0,1) xT\psFCp,

where P is the set of all primes and Cp is the cyclic group of order p (addition is

defined by transferring the remainder in the first component to all others). The set of

all closed subgroups of G has the power of the continuum and each subgroup is fully

invariant. More generally, out of all the subgroups of Q, only for those which are

isomorphic with Z[l/P] for some P do there exist ID semigroups on the dual group.

This is a special case of the following

Theorem V.2. Let G be a connected compact abelian group and let T = G. A

necessary condition for the existence of ID semigroups of endomorphisms on G is that T

be a homogeneous group of idempotent type.

Recall that a type / is idempotent if there exists a characteristic x = (Ar,,Ar2,...)G/

with Ar„ = 0 or Ar„ = oo for all « (see [4, Chapter XII]).

Proof. T is necessarily homogeneous by Theorem III.2. If T is not of an

idempotent type, then it contains fully invariant infinite subgroups of infinite index.

In fact, let 0 ^ y g r. Set

A={ôGrix(ô)>x(y)}-

A is an infinite subgroup of T. Since T is not of an idempotent type, there exist

infinitely many primes p such that p|y but pk + y for sufficiently large Ar. The

collection of all elements y/p for these primes p forms an infinite set of elements

which are mutually incongruent modulo A. Hence A is of infinite index in T.

Evidently A is fully invariant. It follows that A(G, A) is an infinite closed fully

invariant proper subgroup of G. This completes the proof.
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